Variability of invariant mouse CD3epsilon chains detected by anti-CD3 antibodies.
Current models of the TCR / CD3 complex assume that, in mature peripheral T lymphocytes, variability is restricted to the alpha beta (or gamma delta) chains of the TCR heterodimer responsible for antigen recognition, whereas the CD3 polypeptides involved in signal transmission are invariant. Here we show that mouse CD4(+) T lymphocytes and T cell lines are bound with different avidity by anti-CD3 monoclonal antibodies. These findings cannot be accounted for by allelic differences between CD3 chains, by the nature of the TCR chains, or by the ratio of CD3epsilon delta to CD3epsilon gamma chain pairing. Rather, they are linked to heterogeneity of the N-terminal region of CD3epsilon chains, as detected by peptide-specific antibodies. In turn, these differences among CD3epsilon chains correlate with variations in the strength of TCR / CD3 interaction. N-terminal CD3epsilon heterogeneity is not due to alternative splicing mechanisms, but rather involves digestion by metalloproteases, as suggested by reverse transcription-PCR amplification and by the effect of protease inhibitors, respectively. Based on these data, we propose a model linking CD3epsilon N-terminal variability with altered CD3 recognition by monoclonal antibodies and TCR / CD3 interaction. This model suggests the possibility of distinct spatial arrangements of the TCR / CD3 complex.